
Celebrating the life of a loved one:

Hindu Ashes Water Ceremony

The Hindu belief is that if a deceased's ashes are laid in the Ganges at 
Varanasi, their soul will be transported to heaven and escape the cycle of 
rebirth. Over time more and more families are adopting rivers in the UK as 
repectful places to carry out this ceremony. 

Reincarnation is central to Hindu beliefs, this concept called moksha is 
very profound. The immersion of the ashes in water is central to this.

This booklet will guide you through what you need to know: what the law 
says, the practicalities and how to carry out an ashes puja ceremony. 



To carry out the puja in the UK?
Ÿ Contact your local Temple to see if a priest is available to advise and 

carry out these rites - www.thenchtuk.org.

Ÿ Use the services of a Celebrant who will help you to create a 

ceremony that is personalised and special that respects and 

celebrates the life of your loved one and creates a ceremony of 

choice that still respects the religion but includes the spiritual element 

too. Contact: www.sonaldave.com 

Ÿ Use the following to create your own ceremony in line with cultural 

guidance.

The Law:
In the UK you do not need a licence to spread ashes on rivers or tidal coastal 
waters, you will just need to follow some simple rules set by the Environment 
Agency who say ‘It is acceptable’ but:
Ÿ Stay away from buildings, people bathing or fishing, and marinas.

Ÿ Avoid scattering upstream of where water is taken out of the river (you can 
ask the Environment Agency about where this happens).

Ÿ [If you are not using a water urn] Scatter the ashes close to the surface.

Ÿ Don’t put anything in the water or on the waters edge that will not degrade 
naturally eg wire or plastic.

Where to scatter:
It is traditional to scatter ashes into running water. This is to allow the spirit of 
your loved one a smoother tradition to the next life. Many families choose to 
scatter directly into the sea as this has flow too. You can choose to scatter the 
ashes from a boat or the shoreline / riverbank. 
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From a boat: if you have access to a boat you can do it yourself.  If not, there 
are many places around the coast and on the rivers of the UK and Ireland 
where you can hire a boat for the ceremony. We have over 70 different 
locations around the UK - scattering-ashes.co.uk/boat-map-uk

Advantages of a boat:  it is totally private; you can reach more inaccessible 
places; it is easy to put the ashes into the water; and it is likely to feel more of 
an occasion.

From the waters edge: on a beach, a bridge or the riverbank, all make good 
venues, but be mindful of others, accessibility and tide times. 

Advantages for a shore line: no additional cost, no restrictions on numbers; you 
choose your own timings and duration, no chance of seasickness!

Notes:
Ÿ If scattering keep the urn fairly low, below waist height.
Ÿ Make sure party members are up wind when scattering.
Ÿ Please consider accessibility for elderly members of the party, never choose 

a location where safety could be compromised.
Ÿ If on a boat ask the boat's skipper to give you the coordinates so can record 

it for future generations.

Water Urns:
If you are scattering  ashes on water, especially from a boat a Water Urn may 
be a good idea - they are designed to hold ashes and biodegrade completely in 
water. There are two main reasons for doing this.
Ÿ On the water it is usually breezy and the finer ash particles get caught in the 

breeze blowing back and attach themselves to the side of the boat.
Ÿ You can choose an urn to compliment your ceremony. Some will float for 

while and gently submerge below the surface allowing time to reflect or say 
some words(5). Or you can choose one that sinks quickly allowing a precise 
location (4).
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We need to consider the prime elements in nature which are earth, water, fire, air 
and space.

– Place a photo of your loved one and light a Diwa (camphor) 

– Light agarbatti (Loban) and 

– Place some petals by the photo

– Place the urn next to the photo

– Recite a prayer or mantra together: Aum Namah Shivaye - is the main mantra.  
However, prayer will depend on your individual beliefs

– Have a reading from a book, a poem or even a song

– Words of memory from each person 

– Sing a bhajan with live/recorded music

– Recite words from the Gita BG 2.27: Death is certain for one who has been 
born, and rebirth is inevitable for one who has died. Therefore, you should not 
lament over the inevitable, or another religious book

– Reflection time

– Scatter of the ashes into the water

Should this also seem a bit daunting your Celebrant or Priest will discuss the 
ceremony with you and what you need to do.

Conducting the Puja 

This leaflet was made in partnership with 

Sonal Dave
a Hindu Celebrant who understands the expectations 
and can work with families to help them to decide 
what they would like to do. This may be religious or a 
more spiritual farewell. 

www.sonaldave.com / sonal@sonaldave.com
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